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Abstract 
 Socialization begins at the time of birth and continues throughout the life span, with some 
of the most formative years being those of pre-adolescence and adolescence.  During this time, 
children typically distance themselves from the influence of their parents and seek role models 
whom they wish to emulate. Advancements in technology have led to subsequent increases in 
rates of media consumption, especially by youths.  Through the increased use and access of 
media sources, pre-adolescents and adolescents have greater access to their role models.  
Research has shown that observing violent media images correlates with subsequent aggressive 
behavior, as well as the formation of beliefs regarding violence and gender inequality in 
relationships, which are formed during pre-adolescence and adolescence.  During adolescence 
identity formation takes place and the child chooses to either reject certain beliefs or incorporate 
those beliefs into their identities; if the child incorporates violence beliefs of acceptance, they are 
more likely to be accepting of the violence in an abusive relationship.  
This paper examines the current literature regarding socialization and the importance of 
role models during the socialization process as background to understanding the potential effects 
of violent media images to pre-adolescent and adolescent girls.  The current study looks at two 
specific image sets of current role models to pre-adolescent and adolescent girls, as the subjects 
in scenes of violence.  By breaking down these images, according to a modified version of 
Lacey’s (1998) model, the current study attempts to extrapolate the representative meaning of the 
image sets.  The modified version of Lacey’s (1998) model of formal aspects and their meanings 
will be applied to violent media images of role models to assess the messages received by pre-
adolescent and adolescent girls from these images. 
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From the late 19
th
 century through most of the 20
th
, the feminist movement achieved 
significant progress for women and girls alike; however, socialization of girls has not changed at 
all following the strides made during this time.  Socialization occurs much as it always has, 
beginning at birth with the feminization of girls as they are swaddled in soft, pink blankets and 
talked to in soothing tones; whereas, in contrast, their male counterparts are wrapped in blue 
blankets and talked to in a boisterous manner (Schau & Scott, 1984).  Socialization continues 
through adolescence, a time period in which the major tenets of gender role socialization take 
place, mainly through peer interactions and exposure to media (Williams, et al., 1985). 
Essentially, in modern society, girls are still socialized to be yielding, meek, and obedient, while 
boys are socialized to be rigid and maintain a role of dominance over girls and women. 
 From an early age, both boys and girls model the behavior that they observe through 
agents of socialization, beginning with parents and siblings, progressing to teachers and peers, 
and maintaining ongoing socialization through the media for the rest of their lives (Lytton & 
Romney, 1991).  Girls typically mimic the behaviors of their mothers during their toddler and 
early childhood developmental stages when the mother is still the individual with whom they 
have the most contact, and thus are most connected to (Douglas, 1985).  The behaviors that 
mothers model for their daughters range from household roles to workplace positions, as well as 
status and roles within intimate relationships. 
 Several theories explain the role of socialization in development, the most notable being 
those of social learning theory and media dependency theory.  Social learning theory, developed 
by Bandura, dictates that children learn both appropriate and inappropriate behaviors through 
observation of others.  Media dependency theory, developed by DeFleur & Ball-Rokeach,  
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explains the role of media messages in the socialization of individuals, which leads to such 
matters as desensitization and violent, aggressive behaviors.  The notion of gendered media has 
been proposed by Kimmel (2009) as “his” media and “her” media, in which various media 
sources send differing messages to boys and girls which in turn perpetuate gender inequalities 
within society.   
 The ease of access to media sources has increased with advancements in technology.  
Children and adolescents do not all have the same access to these media sources, but most not 
only have access to computers, but are required to use them for schoolwork, both at school and 
in the home for the purpose of completing homework assignments (Beresin, 1999).  Likewise, 
the types of technology utilized by pre-adolescents and adolescents vary on the basis of gender, 
with boys gravitating toward video game systems and girls spending increasing amounts of time 
on the Internet.   
 Despite parental controls on computers, girls can access a variety of violent images 
through seemingly benign topics entered into reputable search engines.  The messages that are 
received by girls regarding these images can be evaluated through a number of mechanisms, 
which assess the danger inherent to girls’ development of beliefs regarding violence (Lacey 
(1998); Beresin (1999); Abilock (2012); Hogan (2012)). 
 For generations, pre-adolescent and adolescent children have benefited from role models 
as they begin to distance themselves from their parents.  With technological advancements, the 
control of information regarding role models has diminished.  While positive information can be 
found about role models on the Internet, any negative portrayals can be found with equal ease.   
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 The power that resides in images stems from nonverbal communication, namely body 
language and setting.  Nonverbal communication is gained and understood from a young age, 
within a given culture, and can provide much information regarding an analyzed image.  The 
power of media images is found in the message that is sent to the viewer through analysis of the 
subject’s body language, and the setting in which the subject is posing.    Analysis of media 
images focuses not just on the subject of the image, but specific details, such as the angle of the 
camera, which can depict superiority, neutrality, or inferiority.   
 The current study relies on the World Health Organization’s definition of violence which 
states that the intentional use of physical force or power, threatened or actual, against oneself, another 
person, or against a group or community, that either results in or has a high likelihood of resulting in 
injury, death, psychological harm, maldevelopment, or deprivation (who.int).  While the literature on 
media assesses the multiple platforms available (i.e. television, movies, newspapers, magazines, etc.), the 
sole medium assessed in the current study is the Internet.  Pre-adolescent and adolescent girls refer to 
girls, aged 12 to 18, as depicted in Etaugh & Bridge’s (2010) table (Table 1) on gender typing.   
 This thesis will review the current literature and utilize a modified version of Lacey’s 
(1998) model of formal aspects and their messages to analyze the significant components of 
violent images of powerful role models, expanding his model to include images of violence 
against women. 
The specific images to be analyzed are from a recent Internet search using the names of 
two women that have been identified as role models:  Lindsay Lohan and Heather Morris. The 
first image set depicts Lindsay Lohan in violent scenes; the second image set is of actress 
Heather Morris from the hit television show, Glee, posing as a “Bruised Barbie,” depicting 
traditional women’s roles while sporting a black eye.    
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Modern media socializes pre-adolescent and adolescent girls’ beliefs regarding violence, 
as well as their experience of it.  Following exposure to violent media images, girls are more apt 
to be accepting of a certain level of violence, both as perpetrators and victims, dependent upon 
the messages they receive from violent media images. 
Upon analysis of the image sets, I will determine the messages they send, and then 
discuss the harmful effects that are likely to befall the target group of pre-adolescent and 
adolescent girls. I will also discuss the possible ramifications should these messages be 
incorporated into the identity formation of adolescent girls, as well as the difficulty facing 
parents due to a lack of adequate parental controls. 
Literature review 
Socialization 
 An understanding of the process of socialization is necessary to provide background 
information for the current study.  Socialization refers to the process by which each generation 
passes along to children the knowledge, beliefs, and skills that constitute the culture of a social  
group (Etaugh & Bridges, 2010). Beginning in the 1950s and continuing on through the 1970s, 
the three major agents of socialization were family (parents), religion (clergy), and education 
(teachers and peers) (Kimmel, 2009); however, since that time, religion typically plays less of a 
role in the lives of today’s youth (churchleaders.com), thus the influence of the clergy has 
waned.  In current society, three agents of socialization grace the pages of psychology and 
sociology textbooks alike:  parents and siblings, peers and teachers, and the media (Berson, et al., 
2002).   
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 Parents, teachers, peers, and the media provide a plentiful supply of behavioral models 
for children.  Parents have traditionally been seen as particularly important to this learning  
process, especially during the early years of the child’s life.  Until they reach school age, a large 
proportion of interactions for many children take place within the family unit.  Parents supply  
vital input into the learning of gender role behaviors by direct prescriptive statements, by 
providing the earliest and most consistent role models and providing social reinforcement. 
(Williams, et al., 1985)   
Through observing and imitating parents and the differential reinforcement of the child’s 
behaviors, the child develops gender role behaviors (Williams, et al., 1985).  Children learn 
about and construct their future gender, relationship, and work identities by engaging in 
socialization processes with family members (Gibson & Papa, 2000), through schools and 
through messages presented in the media. Consumption of media, including books, television, 
music, and films, is one particularly important source of identity construction (Garner, 1999; 
Jablin, 2001).  
 While children develop at their own pace, Etaugh & Bridges (2010) have depicted 
milestones for gender typing at each of three specific stages: gender stereotyping, gender-role 







Age Gender Stereotyping and 
Gender-Role Adoption 
Gender Identity 
1-5 years -Gender-appropriate toy 
preferences emerge. 
-Gender stereotyping of 
activities, occupations, and 
behaviors appears and 
expands. 
-Gender segregation in peer 
interaction emerges and 
strengthens. 
-Girls’ preference for play in 
pairs, boys’ for play in larger 
groups, appears. 
Gender constancy develops in 
a three-stage sequence:  
gender labeling, gender 
stability, and gender 
consistency. 




especially for personality 
traits and achievement areas. 
- Gender stereotyping peaks 
between ages 5 and 7, then 
becomes more flexible. 
“Masculine” gender identity 
strengthens among boys; girls’ 
gender identity becomes 
more androgynous. 
12-18 years -Gender-role conformity 
increases in early adolescence 
and then declines. 
-Gender segregation becomes 
less pronounced. 
Gender identity becomes 
more traditional in early 
adolescence (“gender 
intensification”), after which 
highly stereotypic self-
perceptions decline. 
Table 1. Gender Typing- Etaugh & Bridges (2010)  
At the first stage of development (ages 1-5 years), Etaugh & Bridges (2010) illustrate that 
girls and boys become more segregated in peer interactions, where boys prefer to play with 
multiple friends, while girls prefer to play in pairs; during this same stage of development, 
gender consistency develops, where children learn which behaviors are appropriately feminine  
or masculine.  At the second stage of development (ages 6 to 11 years), Etaugh & Bridges (2010) 
explain that gendered personality traits become more segregated amongst children, and boys 
become more masculine while girls become more androgynous.  Finally, Etaugh & Bridges  
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(2010) examine the final stage of development in which gendered segregation becomes less 
pronounced and conformity typically takes place; however, gendered identity also becomes more 
traditional during this time. 
 Alongside the information presented in Table 1 (Etaugh & Bridges, 2010), Beresin 
(1999) explains that before the age of 3 to 4 years old, children are unable to differentiate 
between fact and fantasy.  Etaugh & Bridges (2010) further explain that during the final stage 
presented in Table 1, one of the most important tasks of adolescence is to develop a sense of 
identity, that is, deciding who one’s self is and what that individual wants to make of their life. 
Essentially, pre-adolescence and adolescence are incredibly important stages of development for 
identity formation and the development of personal beliefs. 
 A study conducted by Hopf et al. (2008) has confirmed the findings of many previous 
studies in the field of social learning theory—frequent viewing of media violence causes an 
increase in aggressiveness and aggressive behavior.  While these effects have been shown in all 
age groups, the effect is most severe in pre-adolescents and adolescents.  
 Early exposure to violence, however, does not tell the whole story.  Valkenburg (2000) 
claims that despite many years of academic research, there continues to be no consensus about 
the way in which advertising influences children and adolescents.  Some authors argue that 
children are critical consumers who are capable of defending themselves against the possible  
negative effects of advertising.  They believe that advertising provides children with valuable 
product information which supports them in their development as consumers. Others, however, 
believe that advertising aimed at children has a strong negative impact on their beliefs, values, 
and moral judgments. They argue that children are more vulnerable than adults to the persuasive 
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influences of commercials because they still lack the cognitive skills to defend themselves 
against the attractive and cleverly produced advertising messages.   Valkenburg (2000), however, 
is among a small minority, as the general consensus is in agreement with Hopf, et al. (2008). 
Brown (2007) explains that children and young adults are perceived as susceptible to 
influence, impressionable, thereby innocent and vulnerable, but also dangerous and unstable—
invoking conflicting categories of childhood and adolescence.  Regarding media influence, for 
both passive viewing (television, film and media images) and interactive viewing (video and 
computer games), there seems to be consistent evidence of an association between younger 
children watching media violence and showing  aggressive play and behavior, although the effect  
is mainly short-term.  From a developmental perspective, this evidence might be attributable to 
the child’s stage of cognitive development, in which abstract thought, characteristic of teenagers 
and adults has not yet developed.  Beresin (1999) is in agreement with this stance, claiming that 
it is well documented that very young children imitate the behavior of adults in their 
surroundings as a method of learning about the adult world… By extension, children also will 
imitate what they see in the media, including violence.  The Hopf, et al. (2008) study concurs, 
finding that early exposure to media violence directly correlates with violence beliefs, violence 
of students and violent delinquency two years later. 
Feminization of girls 
 The process by which girls are socialized specifically to embody the common standards 
of femininity is necessary to this study because  this process illustrates that both positive and 
negative attributes and beliefs can be socialized.  From birth, girls and boys are socialized 
through the treatment they receive from their parents; typically, girls are talked to in a softer  
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tone of voice, and treated as delicate flowers, referred to as beautiful, angels, and sweethearts; 
however, boys are talked to in a more boisterous manner, treated as hardy and unbreakable, and 
referred to as handsome, devils, and heartbreakers (Schau & Scott, 1984).  Lytton & Romney 
(1991) explain to what extent parents make a systemic difference between boys and girls in the 
socialization practices is an important question because it takes us to the heart of the issue of the 
origins of the behavioral differences known or suspected to exist between males and females.  
Indeed the theory that sex-typed behavior is brought about through “shaping” by parents is a 
widely held view among social scientists as well as the general public. 
 Carol Gilligan (2002) maintains that as girls make the transition into adolescence, they 
become aware of growing up in a patriarchal society that devalues women and views the 
desirable stereotype of the “good woman” as being nice, pleasing to others, and unassertive.  
This stereotype places girls in conflict with their view of themselves as self-sufficient, 
independent, and outspoken.  Many girls respond to this conflict by losing confidence in 
themselves and by suppressing their thoughts, opinions, and feelings, that is, by “losing their 
voice.”   
 Specifically, feminization through media images supports the importance of the media’s 
role in socializing girls, and  is important  in establishing that media images have a significant 
impact upon the incorporation of societal norms, including violence beliefs of girls.  Gender 
inequalities are given credence through the images that girls grow up subjected to. Kimmel 
(2009) claims that the media, like all other social institutions, provide the materials for the 
construction of gendered identities, maintain and reproduce gendered inequality, and naturalize 
that inequality to appear as though it is the natural outcome of gender difference. 
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 One of the largest and most accessible forms of media that perpetuate the feminization of 
socialization is magazines.  Ruggiero & Weston (1985) explain that while the media tend to 
reinforce traditional roles through their portrayal of women, alternatives exist.  In the magazine 
field, the new woman is the focus of such nontraditional and relatively new magazines as 
Working Woman, Ms., and Savvy Woman as well as New Woman (Ruggiero & Weston, 1985). 
These magazines recognize women’s roles outside the home and offer women alternatives to the 
older, more traditional magazines, such as McCall’s and Good Housekeeping, whose target  
audience is the homemaker (Ruggiero & Weston, 1985).  Even some of the older magazines 
have begun to broaden their horizons a little by showing more women working outside the home, 
though their work tends to be in traditionally female occupations (Ruggiero & Weston, 1985).   
Ruggiero & Weston (1985) further explain that magazines, as part of the broader 
category “media,” are a powerful socialization force.  The media reflect and shape society, 
communicating messages about gender roles that are extremely influential, especially for young 
people who are still learning about the world (Basow, 1986).  Largely overlooked in discussions 
of magazines as socialization forces are teen magazines and the messages they send to teenage 
girls who have not yet made most of their life decisions.  With their circulations surpassing a 
million each, these magazines must not be discounted in the socialization process-  what are they 
telling young women about women’s lives (Peirce, 1993)?  
 Kimmel (2009) claims that women’s magazines were accused of “debilitating women, 
making them dependent on men” (and on the magazines themselves), preventing self-realization, 
promoting self-denial, and treating the reader as little more than ornament, object, euphemism,  
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maid or mom machine. Essentially, magazines designed for consumption by women perpetuated 
gender stereotypes, placing the woman in the home as a wife and mother. 
 Peirce (1993) further explains that a new woman, according to New Woman magazine is 
a woman who is neither defined by her relationship to a man nor dependent on or inferior to 
men; he is concerned more with brains than with beauty and is as good in the boardroom or 
courtroom as she is in the kitchen; she is free to choose whatever combination of marriage,  
children, and career she wants and does not feel obligated to follow the traditional female path of 
homemaker and child raiser.  The new woman is someone who has escaped or overcome the  
socialization that limits her to stereotypically feminine roles, attributes, and behaviors (Peirce, 
1993).  Such socialization begins at birth and continues at school, with textbooks depicting boys 
as good at math and girls bewildered by it (Schau & Scott, 1984) and with teachers who call on 
boys more often than girls (Sadker & Sadker, 1942) and reward boys for academic behavior and 
girls for nonacademic behavior.  By adolescence, the traditionally socialized young woman will 
believe that, in addition to math, boys are good at athletics and girls are not and that being pretty 
and popular and having a boyfriend are more important than academics (Romer, 1981).  She will 
believe that the definition of feminine success is being attractive to men (Weitzman, 1979).  
Such girls will not grow up to be new women.  
 Finally, Kimmel (2009) states that it has become virtually axiomatic in feminist literature 
that women’s magazines are a prime example of women’s oppression—that the magazines 
construct unattainable ideals of femininity, lock women into never-ending struggles to be skinny 
enough, sexy enough, and gorgeous enough, and thus contribute to women’s second-class status.  
Dozens of class projects in women’s studies have found countless students clipping ads and 
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showing how the media representations of women in magazines are a prime agent of their 
subordinate status. 
Psychosocial development and the media 
 Psychosocial development in pre-adolescent and adolescent girls illustrates how the 
following factors are heavily dependent upon media images.  The four areas of psychosocial 
development most affected by the media are identity formation, self-esteem, gender 
intensification, and body image (Etaugh & Bridges, 2010).  Identity formation occurs during the 
process of socialization when the messages received from the aforementioned agents of 
socialization are either rejected or incorporated into the individual’s identity (Etaugh & Bridges,  
2010). Though many of the messages received are positive and character-building, there is also 
room for negative beliefs about serious issues (i.e. violence) to form (Etaugh & Bridges, 2010).   
 Self-esteem is affected by media, as standards of beauty and femininity that are portrayed 
can be impossible to achieve, in which case pre-adolescent and adolescent girls internalize the 
explanations for their “failure” (Etaugh & Bridges, 2010).  Gender intensification as defined by 
Etaugh & Bridges (2010) is the gender-related behaviors and attitudes of girls and boys that 
emerge in early adolescence, where the attitudes and behaviors are subject to societal norms as 
depicted in the media.  Finally, body image is the most serious area of psychosocial development 
for pre-adolescent and adolescent girls because of the standards of physical appearance which 
are dictated by the media, through their portrayal of “ideal” women being as thin and beautiful as 





  Role models illustrate that media images are highly influential, but when the subject in 
the image is a role model, the message sent by the image is even more potent.  Douglas (1995) 
illustrates the necessity of role models from her personal childhood experience, “As we surveyed 
our compartmentalized selves, we sought role models to emulate, women who seemed to 
embody a way to feel more whole and less fragmented.”  Berger (2005) argues that what we do, 
unconsciously, as we watch television programs, read comic books, go to the movies, and 
otherwise consume our daily media diet is find models to imitate, internalizing their values and 
imitating to varying extents, their behavior.  “A number of media critics have suggested that 
most of the models we find in the media are not good ones; they assert that the impact of media 
exposure on our well-being and on society’s need for order is primarily negative” (Berger, 2005). 
 Role models, as described by Douglas (1995), are necessary as a way to fulfill the role of 
anti-mother role model.  Specifically, Douglas (1995) explains that girls rebel against the path of 
becoming their mothers, so they search for someone that can fulfill their expectations of 
someone to look up to; they search for a role model.  Douglas (1995) claims that “as something 
resembling my teen identity began to coagulate, there was a cavalcade of female archetypes to 
consider, and each, in her own way, embodied a reaction against the identity with which our 
mothers had been saddled.” 
 Most girls look to prominent media figures for role models that inhabit the characteristics 
they wish to emulate. Hylmo (2006) states that a significant source of socialization messages 
targeting girls are increasingly found in popular culture and the media.  Research has shown that  
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in contrast to the early part of the 1900s, children and adolescents are now turning to media 
figures, such as actors or sports stars, rather than to historical figures (Teigen et al., 2000). As a 
result, media heroines are increasingly filling socializing and role-modeling functions previously 
provided by families, religious institutions, and schools. Hylmo (2006) examines the character of 
role models for today’s pre-adolescent and adolescent girls, stating that the study of gendered 
vocational socialization messages in films targeting teenage girls is troubling in the all-too-
consistent representation of girls as dependent on father figures or boyfriends, with few 
challenging ambitions of their own.  However, there are opportunities to seize positive role 
models presented in films such Freaky Friday and Whale Rider to show girls that they do have  
potential to develop into strong leaders and that by doing so they contribute to others as well as 
to themselves (Hylmo, 2006).  As will be examined shortly, the inability of pre-adolescent and 
adolescent girls to reconcile the actress from her roles has serious consequences for the 
development of violence beliefs. 
 Berger (2005) explains that while society at large may not be aware of this socialization 
and think of media content as nothing but entertainment, such a dismissive view make us all the 
more susceptible to the media’s influence.  The importance of the media’s influence regarding 
socialization is that media technologies may have a greater influence on socializing children than 
parents and school in contemporary society (McNeal, 1998).  
Theories of socialization 
 Two theories of socialization underpinning this analysis are social learning theory and 
media dependency theory.  Social learning theory mapped behavioral effects through laboratory 
studies where children or adults are shown violent images and then their behavior is observed  
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(Bandura et al., 1963).  Social learning studies are now famous for introducing the notion that 
violence is a socially learned behavior from media content where children imitate media role 
models.  Further, social learning theory asserts that exposure to media violence would produce 
arousal and imitation, and reinforce aggressive play.  Likewise, the cognitive neo-association 
model of aggression proposes that media violence might prime aggressive ideas, feelings, and 
actions that are already present. 
 Reichert (2005) explains how images of others in the media contribute to sex role 
behavior and sex role stereotypes through identification and internalization.  Social learning  
theory ultimately stresses the importance of role models, Reichert (2005) explains that an 
integral component of social learning is that people identify and subsequently imitate those that 
are similar to them.  Social learning posits that women and men learn to behave and hold 
attitudes that are congruent with images of similar others they wish to identify with. 
 Building upon the foundation of social learning theory, several researchers have 
attempted to reconcile media theories by looking at the interactions of media, audience, and other 
forces.   Ball-Rokeach and DeFleur’s (1976) media dependency theory, which stresses the 
relationship of society, media, and audience, is the result of one such attempt.   Ball-Rokeach & 
DeFleur (1976) say the key to this theory is that audience members encounter media messages 
with both constructed social realities and dependencies on media resources.  Social realities are 
the product of the processes by which society socializes people and structures their social action 
(Ball-Rokeach & DeFleur, 1976).  Media dependency is determined by an individual’s need for 
information, ability to get the information elsewhere, and interest in the subject; the greater the  
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media dependency, the more likely a message is to alter audience behavior in terms of cognitive, 
affective, and/or overt behavior (Peirce, 1993).  Degree of dependence on media information is a  
key variable in understanding when and why media messages alter beliefs, feelings, or behavior, 
the authors say (Peirce, 1993).  
Media use 
 The importance of media use rates amongst pre-adolescents and adolescents, in regards to 
this study, has to do with the ability of this age group to access a variety of media sources, and 
falling under the influence of the messages sent by violent media messages.  Utilization of media 
sources has increased alongside advancements in technology, with children having more access 
than ever to the world outside of the home and school.  Beresin (1999) explains that at the half 
century mark, only 10% of houses had a television. Proliferation of televisions exploded into 
90% of homes by 1960 and by 1996 had reached 99% of American homes. And in the last 
decade with prices of televisions falling, more and more homes have multiple TVs, meaning 
children have greater opportunity to view programs without parental consent or supervision.  
 Hogan (2012) illustrates the increase in media use as being fueled by an explosion in 
online and mobile media, notably cell phones, iPods, handheld video players, laptops, and now, 
iPads and other similar multiuse platforms.  While the previous generation saw the inception of 
the Internet, it was not necessary to know how to navigate the worldwide web, as computers 
were mainly used for typing term papers that were saved to floppy disks.  In the current  
generation, children and adolescents are growing up in a society in which technological literacy 
is essential for effective citizenship in the 21
st
 century (Berson & Berson, 2003; Gurak, 2001; 
Kubey, 2002).  Not only is access to media sources through newer technologies available  
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with ease, but contemporary youth are more media savvy than any previous generation.  Such 
knowledge and the abilities and skills to use it may be threatening, it’s consequences 
unforeseeable, with the foundations of long-standing norms subject to transformation (Brown,  
2007).  de Haan and Huysmans (2004) have gone so far as to state that children in developed 
countries spend more time with new media than on any other leisure activity, except sleeping. 
 The Kaiser Family Foundation Study was conducted in both 2006 and 2010 to assess the 
frequency with which individuals access and use media, as well as ascertaining the ways in 
which these individuals use the media source once it has been accessed.  In comparing the results 
from this four year timespan, the findings showed that children and teens spend a lot of time with 
media- on average approximately seven and a half hours are devoted to media use per day, for a 
total of 53 hours per week for 8-year olds to 18-year olds.  Not only do these children have 
access to media sources, but 87% of youth aged 8 to 18 years old have a dedicated video game 
system at home and the average home has 2.3 consoles (CDC.gov).  On a typical day, 60% of 
these youngsters play video games and many use their cell phones or handheld video game 
devices (Hogan, 2012). 
 Wartella  & Jennings (2000) have found that there are differences between girls and boys 
that have been documented by a number of international studies, with girls using new media 
technologies less and in different ways than boys.  In fact, Berson & Berson (2003) found that 
92% of 10, 800 girls aged 12 to 18 years who participated in an online survey use a home 
computer as their primary access site.  When online, 58% of girls spend their time sending 
instant messages or e-mails to friends, 20% surf for new things on the Web, and 16% spend most 
of their time in chat rooms (Chisholm, 2006).   A recent survey conducted by Seventeen  
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magazine of girls aged 12 to 18 years showed that 74% of adolescent girls spend the majority of 
the time online in chat rooms or sending IMs (instant messages) and e-mails (Berson, et al., 
2002).   
While these studies dictate that not much time is spent by pre-adolescent and adolescent 
girls searching for new things, there is significant danger regarding the socialization process 
from the images that can be accessed on the Internet.  Tapscott (1998) described how  
children and young people use the Internet for role-play and in the process of identity 
construction.  Online interactions- including email, chat, gaming and multiuser domains (MUDs) 
are incredibly important for the construction of identity (Heim, et al, 2007). 
Parental controls 
 For the purpose of this study, parental controls placed upon media sources are important 
because, while parents can set controls to filter out a variety of content, violent media images, 
and the messages they carry, are not likely to be filtered out, as will be illustrated in this study. 
While all computers and most cable services give parents the ability to place restrictions on what 
their children can see, not everything that should be filtered is.  Bovill and Livingstone (2001) 
explain that the trend seems to be toward increasingly solitary use of television among children 
because of an emergent ‘bedroom culture,’ in which children and young people spend significant 
proportions of their leisure time at home with the mass media (increasingly, screen media) in 
their private space rather than in the communal or family space.  In regards to the Internet, 
Browne & Hamilton-Giachritsis (2005) explain that with the advent of the Internet and the 
worldwide web, much of the imagery that traditionally causes concern to parents, professionals, 
and policy makers is freely accessible on websites.   
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The role of parental controls is further complicated by the fact that whether parents are 
diligent in taking steps to protect their children from violent images or not, children have access 
outside of the watchfulness of their parents, such as Internet access in schools.  Browne & 
Hamilton-Giachritsis (2005) states that in addition to the habits and behaviors of the child or  
adolescent viewer, the behavior of parents in monitoring the use of televisions and computers 
and knowingly or unknowingly allowing access to violent imagery should be considered. 
 For example, pre-adolescent and adolescent children at Clayton Middle School in Reno, 
Nevada are sent home with forms for parents to sign giving permission for the student to have 
access to the Internet, maintaining that the most strict parental controls are set on the school 
computers, but relieving the school of liability if the students manage to access content meant to 
be protected by said controls.  Unfortunately, access to the Internet is necessary for students to 
complete coursework during school hours, and as such parents must juggle taking a chance on 
the content their children may access and allowing them the access to effectively complete their 
schoolwork.   
Sociological analysis of media  
 The rise of social sciences, particularly the intersection of sociology and psychology 
alongside of the rise of the media as a major social institution, create a context for the emergence 
of the kinds of concerns which historically have marked the study of media effects (Brown, 
2007).  Sociologically, the suggestion has been made that there are two separate medias: “his” 
and “hers” (Kimmel, 2009). Kimmel (2009) also suggests that both media are part  
of a gigantic cultural apparatus designed to reproduce gender inequality by making it appear that 
such inequality is the natural result of existing gender differences.  First, the media create 
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differences; then the media tells us that the inequality is the natural result of those differences. 
Brown (2007), likewise, explains that at the level of individual socialization, the modern media  
are bound to inform how people think and act, even if the evidence will normally be indirect and 
circumstantial.   
Green (2004) argues that images have the power to convince, impact, illuminate, and 
provide long-lasting reminders of significant events.  Much of our understanding of media 
images comes from our understanding of nonverbal communication, especially body language.  
Lacey (1998) explains that just as we learn language as a child we also learn how to 
communicate non-verbally; then we spend our lives using nonverbal communication without 
even thinking about it, just as we can usually speak without having to consider consciously what 
we want to say.  The messages sent by media sources play a significant role in the socialization 
of children; Wieviorka (2009) claims that it is thanks to television that children learn that 
medication relieves pain, that deodorant produces social acceptance… and that violence offers 
the shortest and simplest solution to their problems.    
 The media have the power to not only project images, but send messages to viewers 
while perpetuating stereotypes.  Etaugh & Bridges (2010) explain that research shows that media 
not only reflect and transmit existing stereotypes but also have a socializing effect.  Stewart 
(2002) likewise dictates that messages about women and sexuality and relationships are not 
particularly important alone or as expressed in one, isolated genre.  Their power comes from 
their omnipresence, their consistent and reinforcing presence in so many cultural forms, from 
language to music to film. Everyday language that includes far more names for women’s body  
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parts than for men’s and incorporates many more negative words for women than for men 
dovetails with other powerful imagery to reflect and reproduce values and assumptions  
about women that are damaging to women, not just physically as a result of rape or battery but 
economically and politically, in ways that reinforce the powerlessness of women, making them 
vulnerable to everyday violence.  My interest in this topic is relative to violence and pre-
adolescent and adolescent girls, specifically the messages received by girls from violent media 
images, particularly those featuring their role models, and how girls incorporate these images 
into their own identities. 
Media analysis 
 Media analysis is a form of research that examines the underlying meanings behind 
media images.  The major areas of examination are representation, context, form, priming 
effects, and mass communication as depicted in a specific medium.   Brown (2007) explains that 
with respect to representation, or what images are meant to represent, the media operate as an 
ordinary routine and discourse of daily life- not directly responsible for violence, fear, or crime 
but probably inseparable from its imagining and from social reaction.  The two most important 
aspects of image analysis are content and form. When analyzing images from advertisements, 
films, television and so on, it is common to distinguish between their form and their content.  
This distinction can be applied to any text, whether it is an image-based text, a written one (such 
as a novel) or a combination of words and images (for example, newspapers) (Lacey, 1998).     
 Nick Lacey, head of Media Studies at Benton Park School in West Yorkshire, England, 
has done extensive study regarding meaning of images.  The research conducted by Lacey  
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involves utilization of formal aspects of film to assess meaning in film, specifically within the 
horror genre (Lacey, 1998).  Lacey (1998) defines formal aspects as traits of an image, or scene, 
which depict meaning, such as camera angle and lighting.  Through his research, Lacey (1998) 
developed a model of these formal aspects and their meanings (see Appendix C); however, this 
model has never been used to determine meaning within violent media images.   
Lacey (1998) asserts that the most important aspects of an image are its form and content.  
Form, according to Lacey (1998)  refers to how an image was created, including the position of 
the camera, or the position an artist takes in relation to the subject of the images; whereas content 
is simply what is in the image; the criteria that remains Lacey (1998) details in his model of 
image analysis.  The modified version of Lacey’s (1998) criteria, which was created for the 
purpose of this study, is as follows: 
Formal Aspect Conventional Meaning 
Angle/ viewer perspective 
         High 
           Normal 




Position of power 
Distance 
         Long shot 
           Medium shot 
 
           Close-up 
 
Sets a scene and/or places subjects into context 
Places audience at a ‘safe’ distance, near enough 
to observe but not intrude 
Places audience in an intimate position and 
signifies an emotional moment  
Lighting 
         High key 
          Low key 
          Fill 
 




Natural; a lack of fill creates extreme contrast 
between light and dark often seen in film noir 
Glamour, creates a halo effect around the 
subject’s head 




Formal Aspect Conventional Meaning 
Color 
         Soft 
        Bright/natural light 






        Balance/contrast 
 
         Subordination/dominance 
 
Is the image balanced- or is there contrast 
between the subjects depicted? 
If there is more than one subject in the scene, are 
they given equal status, or is there some reason to 
believe that one subject holds power over the 
second? 
Subject What can be inferred from the subject(s) based 
upon the information within the photograph. 
Body Language What can be determined from the body language 
of the subject(s)?  Can any nonverbal 
communication be found within the scene? 
Caption depicting meaning Is there a caption which depicts meaning within 
the photograph?   
Table 2. Modified version of Lacey (1998) model of codes and their connotations 
 The angle of an image (also referred to as the viewer’s perspective) falls into one of three 
categories: high (looking down on the subject), normal (looking at the subject at eye  
level), and low (looking up at the subject); according to Lacey’s (1998) model, a high angle 
depicts the subject in a subservient position, a normal angle is neutral (holding no specific 
meaning in and of itself), and a low angle places the viewer in a position of power. 
 The distance of an image is measured by the distance the subject is from the camera.  
Lacey’s (1998) model specifies that a long shot sets a scene and places the subject into a context; 
essentially, there is more within the image than the subject from which meaning can be 
extrapolated.  A medium shot, according to Lacey (1998) places the viewer at a distance from 
which the scene can be observed, but not intruded upon; a close-up, on the other hand, removes  
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from the image everything but the subject, allowing the viewer into an intimate position to 
witness an emotional moment. 
 Lacey (1998) has placed lighting into four categories: high key, low key, fill, and back 
lighting.  High and low key lighting thus, “The key light is the main source of illumination and is 
directed on the subject, usually from 45 degrees above and to one side of the camera.  It is a 
hard, direct light which produces sharply defined shadows. It can be bright (high) or dim (low)” 
(Lacey, 1998).  Lacey (1998) describes fill lighting as natural light, whereas a lack of fill lighting 
creates extreme contrasts between light and dark, as seen in film noir.  Finally, back lighting is a 
light placed behind the subject to separate the subject from the background, effectively creating a 
halo around the head (Lacey, 1998).  Lacey (1998) claims that high key lighting depicts 
optimism, low key lighting depicts a somber mood, fill lighting draws the attention of the viewer 
the lighter and darker aspects of an image, and back lighting suggest glamor.  Lacey’s (1998) 
model also incorporates the use of lines, which he defines as the specific section of the image the 
eye automatically focuses on.   
 The color of an image, according to Lacey (1998) is soft, bright and natural, or harsh and 
glaring.  Lacey’s (1998) model depicts soft color as meaning intimate and inviting; bright and 
naturally lit color depicts a warm and inviting atmosphere; and harsh and glaringly lit color is 
consistent with an unnatural and undesirable atmosphere.   
 Arrangement, according to Lacey (1998), explores the balance and contrast and 
subordination or dominance which is depicted within the image.  Essentially, arrangement seeks 
to find whether there is any imbalance between subjects within an image.  Lacey’s (1998) model  
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examines the subject for clues regarding the meaning of an image- what can be inferred from the 
subject based upon what is in the photograph.   
Body language is a key component to assessing meaning within an image; Lacey (1998) 
looks for any nonverbal communication within the image that may be communicated to the 
viewer.  Finally, the Lacey (1998) model expresses the need to consider any caption that 
accompanies the image regarding the intended meaning of the image. Lacey (1998) does not 
suggest that one formal aspect can depict meaning from an image, but rather it is necessary to 
use each aspect to analyze an image and only then can the meaning behind the image be 
determined. 
Media images  
 Gerbner, et al. (1994) explain that images of others are important because research has 
shown that viewers use them for social comparison purposes, for instructional purposes, and to  
help them know what behaviors are appropriate, and, for that matter, inappropriate, suggesting 
the importance of media images in the socialization process.  Understanding this importance, in 
light of the concept of “his” and “hers” media (Kimmel, 2009), requires understanding that  
women are portrayed as sex objects and inferior in “his” media, while they are typically 
portrayed in more traditional roles in “her” media.  
Stewart (2002) explains that images of women, like images or cultural constructs of any 
other group, create not only an environment in which others evaluate and devalue the woman, 
but they are the constructions on which the woman draws for her own sense of self as well.  We 
all act toward ourselves to some degree as objects.  To be able to do so is to be human, and to do 
so makes us human.  Because the self is social, because we become who we are through our  
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interactions with other people who are important to us, first parents and then peers, the dominant 
cultural images are powerful in shaping the self.   
Further, Stewart (2002) states that the images of women supplied by the media are 
powerful and potentially damaging to women not because they cause men to rape or attack or 
batter but because they reinforce a view of women as valued or devalued only for their looks or 
their bodies, and what they have to offer sexually.  Such an image, if incorporated by women, is 
disempowering, if only because no matter how beautiful or flawless she is, she will not always 
be so.  In relation to the current topic, though, Stewart (2002) explicates that the pervasive 
negative images of women are of particular concern because they are not shaped by women but 
shape their lives in ways that reinforce violence and oppression.  
Influence of violent media images 
 The influence of media relates to the topic of this study, but has not been incorporated 
into the current study, as further research is necessary to assess the attitudes and ideals, as well as 
media usage of pre-adolescent and adolescent girls.  Kimmel (2009) suggests that it is not the 
media itself, but rather the interaction of consumers and media that remains the constitutive force  
in gender relations.  Essentially, the interaction of media influences and how the message is 
received by the consumer plays a role in perpetuating gender inequality and relations.  Kimmel 
(2009) states that we need to think differently about the media, to treat them as another central 
institution in our lives, not some outside influence that tells us what to do.  The media are a 
primary institution of socialization.  And like all the institutions whose mission is our 
socialization, the media are deeply gendered, as explained with Kimmel’s (2009) previous notion 
of “his” and “hers” media. 
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Effects of media violence 
 While the effects of media violence are not part of the current study, an understanding of 
these messages promotes an awareness of the messages sent to pre-adolescent and adolescent 
girls; therefore, the effect of media violence on children seems to be substantial, but how they are 
affected is still a prevalent area of research.  The effects of media violence on youth can be 
separated into three categories: behavioral, cognitive, and emotional.  The effect that media have 
on the behavior of children has been examined thoroughly, and is separated further into four 
categories: catharsis, arousal, disinhibition, and desensitization (Gunter, 1994). 
 Catharsis is the least plausible explanation for the link between violent media images and 
subsequent aggression.  The explanation given is that viewing violent media images allows for a 
release of the desire to enact violence in real-life situations; however, the opposite has been 
found to be true, where violent images encourage individuals to enact violence, thereby 
achieving said release of desire for violence, though beginning and perpetuating a cycle within 
the individual making violent acts necessary for the release. 
 Arousal is also not one of the most prominently cited causes for the correlation between 
viewing violent images and the aggression that follows; however, the explanation resides with 
the emotional arousal that occurs when an individual views violent media images, then, through 
learned behavior, enacts violence when placed in an atmosphere where the same emotional 
arousal takes place. 
 The two most prominent explanations for the correlation between media and behavior are 
disinhibition and desensitization.  Brown (2007) explains that the effects of violent media images 
on youth include concerns directed at the following, overlapping conditions, each of which  
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expresses a particular affinity with concerns for the cognitive and moral development of youth:  
an erosion of moral standards, the stimulation of emotional arousal (measured physiologically 
and interpreted often as aggression or sexual stimulation), harmful effects upon health, and the 
development of aggressive or violent behavior through disinhibition, desensitization, or the 
production of fear. Regarding disinhibition, desensitization and the effect of violent media 
images on pre-adolescents and adolescents, children are more prone to enact violence if they 
have repeatedly viewed violent images (i.e. desensitization) because the message received by 
said images have less influence over the individual.  Following desensitization, individuals have 
lowered inhibitions regarding violence, and thus are more prone to enact violence as a way to 
deal with situations where they may not understand other, more proper ways of coping. Beresin 
(1999) explains that the introduction of observed violence has led many to theorize that chronic 
exposure to such acts will desensitize some children and cause them to develop more aggressive 
traits, such as children who spend more time accessing media sources, and those without 
adequate parental monitoring.   
 Cognition may be impacted by the viewing of violent media as well, as can be illustrated 
by the shaping of the beliefs that individuals have regarding violence.  Upon viewing violent 
media images, pre-adolescent and adolescent girls may come to develop a greater willingness to 
accept violence in general—both experienced and perpetuated; an effect which is more 
significant if the subject of the violent media image is a chosen role model.   
 The effect of viewing violent media images on emotions can be explained through the 
shaping of emotional responses, as described in relation to arousal.  The emotional effect is  
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closely linked with the cognitive effect in that the shaped emotional responses have a significant 
likelihood of shaping violence beliefs regarding acceptance of victimization.  
Current Study 
Introduction 
 The foregoing review of the research regarding role models, violent media images, 
subsequent behaviors, the role played by these components as they effect are the socialization of 
pre-adolescent and adolescent girls, led to a clear direction for the current study.  The purpose of 
this paper is to deconstruct two distinctly different image sets, depicting current, popular role 
models in violent media images according to Lacey’s (1998) criteria, to expand his model to 
include images of violence against women.  
Methodology 
 The importance of role models cannot be understated- while these iconic individuals 
exude an idealized personality and physicality that youth aspire to obtain, they are not perfect 
creatures, and thus make questionable choices at times.  An Internet search with the term  
“popular female role models” led me to many lists, both current and historic, depicting the more 
influential role models, though none were consistent.   
The two role models that were chosen for this study were done so based upon the 
wholesome character roles they portrayed early in their careers.  The first identified role model 
was Lindsay Lohan- despite recent brushes with the law, it was not so long ago that she pulled 
double duty in a remake of The Parent Trap, or played lead roles in movies such as the 
aforementioned Freaky Friday, where her characters portray strong-willed girls who will stand 
up for themselves and do what is right.  The second actress that I chose was Heather Morris, of  
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the hit television show, Glee.  Morris’ character is a girl who is unintelligent, borderline 
delusional, but is a pretty cheerleader that brings comedic relief to the angst-filled drama.   
 Following the identification of two prominent role models for pre-adolescent and 
adolescent girls, I performed two more Internet searches- one for “Lindsay Lohan photographs” 
and the other “Heather Morris photographs.” While expecting a barrage of red-carpet-style and 
paparazzi photographs, I was unpleasantly surprised to find, mingled within these depictions,  
photographs from shoots done with a photographer named Tyler Shields (TylerShields.com, see 
Appendix A and B for Illustrations).  At this time, I knew nothing of the controversial nature of 
the photographer who many prominent actresses have posed for in questionable photo shoots.  
Appalled by the nature of these photographs of identified role models, I shut down my computer 
and logged on to my pre-adolescent daughter’s. I made sure that the most strict parental controls 
available were in place on the computer, then performed the Internet searches for a second time, 
obtaining the same results (see Appendix A and B).   
 After researching the content of these violent media images, I chose to use a protocol 
developed by Lacey (1998) (see Appendix C) to analyze the aforementioned Lohan/Morris 
photographs to determine meaning, as its purpose is to determine the meanings of images, 
though, as previously mentioned, it has not been used for the purpose of analyzing violent media 
images before.  In order to utilize Lacey’s (1998) model of formal aspects and their meanings; 
however, it was necessary to modify the model so that it may be used and understood in general 
terms by the average reader, maintaining all aspects that could be easily used to analyze 
photographic images (see page 22-23 for the modified version of Lacey’s model).  Following 
this analysis, I will discuss the potential effect that the message conveyed by these violent media  
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images are likely to have upon pre-adolescent and adolescent girls, as well as the implications 
that these messages have for the incorporation of violence beliefs. 
 Following analysis of the Lohan/Morris image sets using Lacey’s model, I will discuss 
the implications of the determined meanings of the image sets through utilization of the Abilock 
(2012) model of image content, which stresses the importance of medium, the message the 
photographer is attempting to convey, and the message that the viewer receives.  I will then 
utilize Hogan’s (2012) dual mechanism model and Beresin’s (1999) three-mechanism criteria to 
examine the potential effects of said messages on pre-adolescents and adolescents. 
Image set analysis according to Lacey’s (1998) model 
 Lindsay Lohan has portrayed many characters in her acting career, from her 
aforementioned roles in The Parent Trap and Freaky Friday to Herbie Fully Loaded and Mean  
Girls.  In all of these roles she stands up for what she thinks is right and tries to change the lives 
of the people she loves for the better.  The Lindsay Lohan image set to be analyzed herewith (see  
Appendix A, illustrations 1-5), depicts the actress posing in scenes with blood-spattered walls, 
holding knives covered in blood, and being the target at the barrel end of a gun- a far cry from 
her iconic roles on the big screen. 
Lindsay Lohan set 
 In Illustrations 1, 2, and 3 (see Appendix A) the camera angle, and thus the viewer’s 
perspective is normal, which suggests a neutral perspective for the viewer.  In these same 
photographs, the distance is minimal, as they are close-up shots, giving the audience the illusion 
of being placed in an intimate position, further signifying the emotion captured within  
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the photograph. In each of these three photographs, fill lighting has been removed to contrast the 
light and dark elements within the scene, with Illustration 2 showing the most contrast, as it is in 
black and white, whereas Illustrations 1 and 3 are taken in color, but the darker elements are 
made to contrast more with the white wall in the background and the lightness of Lohan’s skin.   
The line in each of the three photographs are different, though, as in Illustration 1, the 
viewer automatically focuses on the gun placed upon Lohan’s lower lip.  In Illustration 2, the 
viewer automatically focuses on the knife “plunged” into Lohan’s chest, following very quickly 
by the blood spatters on the wall behind Lohan.  In Illustration 3, the viewer automatically 
focuses on the one brightly colored element within the photograph- the blood, both on the knife 
and on the walls behind Lohan, followed quickly by the blood upon Lohan’s body.  In each of 
these three photographs (Illustrations 1,2, and 3), the color is harsh and glaring, which gives the 
illusion that the setting is unnatural and undesirable.  Arrangement factors are irrelevant within 
these three photographs, as they depict a solo Lohan, without interaction with others, seen or 
otherwise.   
 What is most noticeable about the subject, sans body language, is the element of undress, 
where she is photographed strictly in sexy, revealing lingerie.  Lohan’s body language is quite 
revealing as well- in Illustrations 1 and 2, Lohan appears to be sexually aroused by the tool of 
violence within her possession.  To explain, in Illustration 1, while holding the gun, she seems to 
look at the viewer with her eyes  slightly closed, suggestive of the come-hither glances which are 
popularly detailed in romance novels.  In Illustration 2, Lohan’s back is arched, suggestive of 
being in a state of ecstasy, as  her face does not reveal pain.  On the other hand, Lohan’s body 
language in Illustration 3 is suggestive of Lohan as the perpetrator of the violent act, though the  
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way she is holding the knife is also suggestive that she could lash out again, should anyone else 
cross her, which effectively places Lohan in the perceived position of perpetrator. Finally, there 
are no captions which depict any meaning in the photographs at all, leaving the message open to 
the interpretation of the viewer. 
 Illustrations 4 and 5 (see Appendix A), though clearly part of the same photo shoot, have 
different messages, though all the images are violent.  In both photographs, a low angle is used, 
suggesting that the viewer is looking through a perspective denoting a position of power over the 
subject (i.e. looking down upon the subject).  Likewise, in both Illustrations 4 and 5, the 
photographs  were taken at a medium distance, which suggests that the audience is in a position 
to observe at a safe distance, without fear of harm to self, or pressure to actively interact.  Again, 
the lighting in both photographs is determined by a lack of fill, which offsets the lighter and 
darker elements of each photograph, whereas the color is consistently harsh and glaring, which 
suggests an unnatural and undesirable setting. The line in Illustration 4 automatically draws the 
gaze of the viewer to the gun aimed at Lohan’s head, while the viewer automatically focuses on 
Lohan’s body, adorned in the aforementioned sexy and revealing lingerie, followed closely by 
the blood pooling on the floor near the baseboard.   
 The arrangement in Illustration 4 shows a contrast between the two subjects, as one 
subject (presumably male) is depicted by merely a hand, which is so brightly lit that all 
identifying characteristics are gone. Lohan, however, is mostly seen from the waist up; the 
placement of the gun into another’s hands clearly depicts Lohan in a subordinate position, while 
her perceived perpetrator maintains dominance over her. In Illustration 5, the balance is merely 
one of perception- though there is no one else within the frame of the photograph, the angle of  
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the photograph suggests someone standing just outside the frame that has a dominant position 
over Lohan’s subordinate position as she lays on the ground, surrounded by blood.  What can be 
inferred about Lohan’s subject from Illustrations 4 and 5 is that she is not in a position of power, 
as could be suggested in the previous photographs.  Lohan’s body language also is suggestive of 
surrender, with her arms splayed above her head, and no weapons within her possession, as 
compared to Illustrations 1, 2, and 3.  Again, there were no captions depicting the meaning 
intended by the photographer capturing these images. 
Heather Morris set 
 Heather Morris, while not a household name for adults, has made a splash as a role model 
for pre-adolescent and adolescent girls.  On the television show Glee, she portrays a character 
which is ideal to most young girls- a flawed cheerleader.  While Morris’ character is beautiful  
and her body conforms to societal standards for a cheerleader, she has a learning disorder which 
makes her appear to be a bit delayed, and sometimes borderline delusional in her beliefs.  
Morris’ character is portrayed as less than perfect, which girls can relate to, specifically because  
such portrayals are rare in modern media.  The Heather Morris image set to be analyzed (see 
Appendix B, Illustrations 6-9) was created by the same photographer as Lohan’s, Tyler Shields, 
and while they are entirely different from Lohan’s, the images depict Morris in scenes which 
glamorize, and even sometimes, sexualize violence. 
 The angle of all four illustrations is normal, which suggests that there is no implied sense 
of power between the subject and the viewer.  The distance in Illustration 6 is close-up, inviting 
the audience to take an intimate position and signifying an emotional moment; the photograph 
itself seems to be an establishing shot for the rest of the photo shoot; as it shows little more than  
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a close-up of Morris’ face, with artistically applied makeup indicating a black eye.  The 
remaining three photographs (Illustrations 7-9) are medium distance shots, which, as seen in 
many of the Lohan photographs, denote the audience taking up position at a safe distance from 
which they can observe, but not actively participate. 
 In all four images within the Morris set, the lighting is identical, and is high key, which is 
suggestive of optimism.  The color, likewise, is also identical in all but one photograph- soft,  
which suggests intimacy and invites the viewer in. The first of the Morris photographs 
(Illustration 6) has harsh, glaring color, intimating an unnatural and undesirable atmosphere. 
 The lines of each of the four Morris illustrations are quite varied.  In Illustration 6, the 
viewer’s eyes immediately focus on the black eye, appropriate for a series of photographs 
entitled “Bruised Barbie.” Illustration 7, the eye is drawn away from the subject and focuses on  
the iron and ironing board with which Morris poses.  In Illustration 8, the eye focuses not on the 
iron itself, but rather on its cord, which is wrapped around the wrists of Morris. Finally, in 
Illustration 9, the eye focuses on the iron that Morris is holding.   
 The arrangement of this image set is seen in one image only, which is that of Illustration 
8, because you can see a man’s hand holding the iron, from which the cord is wrapped around 
Morris’ wrists; beyond this photograph there is not balance or contrast to be analyzed. 
 The greatest source of information to be found from this image set comes from the body 
language of the subject.  Illustration 6, for example, seems reminiscent of photographs taken of 
domestic violence victims when they have been admitted to an emergency room.  In Illustration 
7, Morris is lying on a half-collapsed ironing board, holding on to the spiked heel of her high 
heel with her right hand, and pulling her hair with her left hand; while Morris is not smiling in  
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this photograph, the pose she has established suggests sexual playfulness.  Illustration 8, on the 
other hand, shows Morris smiling and biting at the cord which binds her wrists, again, rather than 
distress implying sexual playfulness.  Finally, Illustration 9 portrays Morris as apparently naked, 
pouring the water from the iron into her mouth, effectively sexualizing the violence portrayed in 
the entire image set.   
 Finally, there were no captions created to dictate the photographer’s purpose in producing 
the photographs, leaving interpretation of the meaning behind the image set to the viewer.   
Discussion 
 Upon examination of the Lohan image set according to Lacey’s (1998) model, I infer that 
these images not only place Lohan in a position of inferiority, but also sexualize violence.  Pre-
adolescent and adolescent girls have a greater tendency to conform to acts that they would prefer  
not to in order to be accepted as beautiful and sexy, as determined by societal standards.  
Conformity to such ideals can increase self-esteem, while deviance from the same ideals can 
decrease self-esteem, further incentive for girls to adopt such beliefs, including those related to 
violence beliefs. 
 Following analysis of the Morris image set, according to the same model, one can infer 
that violence and traditional gender roles go hand in hand.  The Heather Morris image set  is 
sending dual messages- one regarding women’s roles, and one regarding violence within the 
home; both messages combine to illustrate to pre-adolescent and adolescent girls that men prefer 
women who willingly take on traditional gender roles- specifically regarding a woman’s place 
remaining within the home, and being loyal, compliant and obedient to her husband.  The image 
set further insinuates that, when combined with traditional gender roles, violence is to be  
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accepted and can even be a sexual enticement to husbands, encouraging women to accept and 
comply with violent acts within the home. 
 Abilock (2012) developed a model (see Appendix D) which is of interest here because it 
reminds the viewer to examine such images sets according to criteria such as when and where the 
image was captured, the medium for which the image was meant, and consideration of the 
photographer’s intended message, as well as the viewer’s life experience which may influence 
what is being inferred about the image.   
While this information remains important in an image analysis, it was impossible to 
ascertain in regards to these image sets; however, it is worthy to note that the Lohan images were 
created in 2010 and the Morris images were created in 2011, a time in which there was no  
significant political upheaval in the United States regarding women’s rights, clarifying that these 
images were not made as a political protest.  Also, the images were created as a form of art,  
available for purchase, both online and in Shields’ studio in Los Angeles, California; however, 
images are accessible through the medium of the Internet.  Also, though we do not know, 
specifically, Shields’ reasons and motivations for creating these images, he is known for his 
controversial work, and has achieved notoriety for it. 
 Since the messages being sent by these image sets has been identified, a brief 
examination as to their implications is necessary.  As previously discussed, viewing violent  
media images has been found to correlate with subsequent aggressive behaviors and formation of 
violence beliefs, as well as incorporation of these beliefs into the individual’s identity during pre-
adolescence and adolescence.   
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It is clear that a good deal of research has been conducted on the role of violent media 
images on the socialization of both boys and girls; however, how these images effect pre-
adolescent and adolescent girls, specifically, has been a neglected area of research (Browne & 
Hamilton-Giachritsis, 2005).  As the beliefs that this population develop regarding violence are 
likely to lead to greater acceptance of violence within intimate relationships, the incidence of 
these same girls becoming involved in abusive relationships increases as well.  In fact, Hanna 
(2006) explains that girls today are experiencing violence, both as victims and as perpetrators, to 
a far greater extent than a generation ago.  When examining all factors involved, it becomes clear 
that the target population for future research should be that of pre-adolescent and adolescent 
girls. 
 Hogan (2012) explains that there are two mechanisms responsible for the negative effects 
related to media messages and images: 
 1. Children learn how to do things (and whether behavior is appropriate) by   
  observation, incorporating scripts into their behavioral repertoire. 
 2. Emotional responses to media images and messages affect responses to real-life 
  events. 
Both of these mechanisms are clearly relevant in the examination of the Lohan and Morris image 
sets.  Hogan (2012) believes that these two mechanisms can explain the link between violent 
media images and subsequent aggressive behavior, or acceptance of violent behaviors. 
 When placing these mechanisms in the context of the Lohan and Morris image sets, the 
mechanism show that: 
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1. Pre-adolescent and adolescent girls learn that violence is appropriate within   
  relationships, incorporating acceptance into their behavioral repertoire. 
 2. Emotional responses to the Lohan and Morris images and messages affect the   
  responses of pre-adolescent and adolescent girls to real-life situations of   
  violence. 
 Beresin (1999) on the other hand, has found three specific reasons for the correlation 
between violent media images and subsequent aggressive behavior, or acceptance of violent 
behaviors: 
1.  The absence of perceived consequences associated with acts of violence illustrate 
  an ease in problem resolution through violent means, which teaches children  
  that violence is the best response to a difficult situation and is the most effective  
  means of conflict resolution. 
 2. In many images, the “hero” receives rewards for violent acts (i.e. commendations 
  for a police officer who kills the bad guy), legitimizing violence as a proper 
  answer to obstacles. 
 3. Children who observe violence become desensitized to violence making it less likely 
  that they will step in during real-life violent situations, interpreting it as a fact  
  of life. 
These reasons illustrate how pre-adolescent and adolescent girls take images such as the Lohan 
and Morris image sets and incorporate them into their identities, desensitizing them to further  
violence.  In the case of the image sets of this study, the most likely effect on pre-adolescent and 
adolescent girls resides in the third reason, desensitization. 
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 Upon analysis of the Lohan and Morris image sets, the messages sent by these images are 
complicated.  Without further study to gather data from pre-adolescent and adolescent girls, 
whose experience and development stage is different from mine, conclusions can be made that 
are conjecture, not fact.  Following the image analysis, though, it is likely that violent media 
images portraying role models as victims of abuse will have more effect on pre-adolescent and 
adolescent girls than random images of women in these roles.  Also, it is likely that images such 
as these aid in the formation of violence beliefs, typically dictating that violence is acceptable 
within relationships.   
 The potential implication of pre-adolescent and adolescent girls incorporating these 
messages into their identities not only places them in a position to fall victim to violence within 
the home but also to perpetuate the cycle of violence to future generations. This paper does not 
examine the strength of the messages which are freely accessible through violent media images 
found on the Internet, and as such future research should be done to assess the level of  
acceptance toward violence that violent media images produce in pre-adolescent and adolescent 
girls. 
Interventions 
 Lukesch, et al.(2006) ask the question of how the effects of violent media on children and 
youth can be reduced and prevented?  On the political level, the discussion in Germany aims at 
prohibiting extremely violent electronic games (“killer games”).  Hopf, et al. (2008) claim that, 
regarding media violence, political and educational opponents of prohibitions claim again and  
again that these measures are ineffective despite evidence in other domains of social life that 
prohibitions create an effective (although not absolute) protection. 
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 Hanna (2006) explains that early intervention could be an effective strategy for reducing 
intimate violence both by and against women.  While Hanna (2006) does call for early  
intervention, specific intervention is not detailed.  Bruno (2004) discusses one attempt that was 
made at intervening; he illustrates that a private high school in New Jersey banned blogs and 
MySpace.com accounts in an effort to protect students from exposure to or engagement in 
inappropriate and/or illegal activities online (e.g., sexual exploitation by predators, harassment, 
etc.).  This action caused controversy; those opposed to the banning questioned the legality of the  
decision as well as the wisdom in banning online sites rather than educating students about the 
inherent dangers in using these sites. 
Conclusion 
  In conclusion, the current study successfully expanded Lacey’s (1998) model of formal 
aspects and their meanings to include images of violence against women through deconstruction 
of violent media images of powerful role models.  The current study has produced results that 
illustrate the importance of media images and role models as agents of socialization.   As 
freedom of speech is one of the most significant freedoms in the United States, censuring the 
media is not likely to happen, leaving the responsibility of protecting children from the influence 
of violent media images up to parents.   
Current parental controls are not effective by themselves, though they are just one of 
many tools that parents should use to protect their children from the messages perpetuated by the 
observation of violent media images.  Effective communication, in combination with parental 
monitoring may not completely eradicate the effect of violent media messages, but it can help to  
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buffer the influence of the messages which children receive from violent media messages, 
ultimately, giving parents the opportunity to teach their children why such violence is not  
acceptable, and how they are used to perpetuate gender stereotypes and inequalities.  In 
conclusion, role models play a significant role in the socialization of pre-adolescent and 
adolescent girls, so the messages received by girls who view them in photographs seemingly 
accepting the violence which is portrayed are more likely to have their own violence beliefs 
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Appendix A- Bloody for Tyler Shields images 
 
Illustration 1. Lindsay Lohan (TylerShields.com) 
 
 




















Illustration 3. Lindsay Lohan (TylerShields.com) 
 
 




































Appendix B- Bruised Barbie images 
 
Illustration 6. Heather Morris (TylerShields.com) 
 
 















Illustration 8. Heather Morris (TylerShields.com) 
 
 
















Appendix C- Original Lacey (1998) Model 
Formal Aspect Conventional Meaning 
Angle 
     High 
     Normal 




Position of power 
Distance 
     Long shot 
     Medium shot 
 
     Close-up 
 
Sets a scene and/or places subjects into 
contexts 
Places audience at a ‘safe’ distance, near 
enough   to observe but not intrude 
Places audience in an intimate position and       
signifies an emotional moment 
Lines What does the viewer automatically focus on 
in the picture? 
Composition 
     Conventional (symmetrical/rule of thirds) 
     Unconventional (asymmetrical) 
     Dynamic 
     Static 
 
Posed, calm composition 
Documentary style, real life as it happens 
Disturbance, conflict 
Calm 
Depth of field 
     Deep focus 
     Selective focus 
     Soft focus 
 
Expressive, mise-en-scene very important 
Indicates what is important in scene 
Nostalgia and/or romance 
Lens type 
     Telephoto 
     Standard 






     Fast (grainy look) 
     Slow (high resolution) 
 
Documentary style, looks ‘real’ 
Normal 
Mobile Frame 
     Pan 
     Tracking 
     Tilt 
     Crane 
      
Handheld 
     Zoom in 
     Zoom out 
 
To survey an area or follow a subject at a 
distance 
To follow a movement from a close proximity 
To follow a movement up or down 
To move dramatically toward or away from a 
subject 
Point of view shot 
Allows us to see more detail from a distance 








     High key 
     Low key 
     Fill 





Natural; a lack of fill creates extreme contrast 
between light and dark often seen in film noir 
Glamour, creates halo effect 
Color 
     Soft 
     Bright/natural light 






     Balance/contrast 
 
     Subordination/dominance 
 
Is the image balanced- or is there contrast 
between the subjects depicted? 
If here is more than one subject in the scene, 
are they given equal status, or is there some 
reason to believe that one subject holds power 
over the second? 
Subject What can be inferred from the subject(s) based 
upon the information within the photograph? 
Body Language What can be determined from the body 
language of the subject(s)?  Can any nonverbal 
communication be found within the scene? 
Caption depicting meaning Is there a caption which depicts meaning 
within the photograph? 






























In what medium is the 
image found? 
(Internet, print, television) 
Context 
When and where was the 
image created?  
Photographer    Viewer 
Purpose     beliefs, point of view    response 
Figure 1. Abilock(2012) model of content analysis 
